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Achieving Versatile Energy Efficiency With the WANDERER Biped Robot
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Sylvain Bertrand , Jerry Pratt, Michael Kuehl , and Stephen P. Buerger

Abstract—Legged humanoid robots promise revolutionary mobility and
effectiveness in environments built for humans. However, inefficient use of
energy significantly limits their practical adoption. The humanoid biped
walking anthropomorphic novelly-driven efficient robot for emergency
response (WANDERER) achieves versatile, efficient mobility, and high
endurance via novel drive-trains and passive joint mechanisms. Results
of a test in which WANDERER walked for more than 4 h and covered
2.8 km on a treadmill, are presented. Results of laboratory experiments
showing even more efficient walking are also presented and analyzed in this
article. WANDERER’s energetic performance and endurance are believed
to exceed the prior literature in human-scale humanoid robots. This article
describes WANDERER, the analytical methods and innovations that enable
its design, and system-level energy efficiency results.

Index Terms—Energy efficiency, humanoid robots, legged locomotion,
torque control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Legged robots offer tremendous potential for mobility, but their
practical use to date has been minimal, in part due to inefficient use
of energy. The legged robots that can operate and conduct meaningful
physical work at a scale similar to humans are expected to be particularly
useful for traversing and working in the built-for-humans world, e.g., in
support of manufacturing, medical, or emergency response activities.
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To be practical in such applications, robots must be able to conduct
a wide variety of different mobility and manipulation tasks, and also
carry their own energy supply, without tethers while locomoting for
hours, potentially over multi-km distances. Extremely energy-efficient
walkers have been demonstrated, e.g., by sculpting the robots’ passive
dynamics optimally for walking at a single speed on level ground.
However, these platforms are fundamentally limited to small sets of
tailored behaviors [1]. Conversely, highly capable robotic platforms
have been developed, e.g., using hydraulics to achieve high power
density and a variety of impressive physical feats [2]. However, the
powertrain for these platforms is extremely inefficient, with input power
for robots at adult human scale running well into the multi-kW range
[2]. Many electrically-powered legged platforms exist with various
levels of capability and power (e.g., [3]–[7]). Some research platforms
only achieve planar walking and require external support to balance
[3]. Others approach the full range of human motion capability at
approximately human scale [4]–[7]. In general, none of these overcome
the fundamental tradeoff between functionality and efficiency in legged
platforms.

Recent works have addressed energy efficiency in legged platforms.
The MIT Cheetah achieved high running speeds and also efficient
mobility [8], [9]. It uses large motors with modest gearing, but is
designed primarily for a high-speed, high-frequency regime. ATRIAS
achieves high-efficiency spring-mass walking, and exploits resonance
for efficiency under particular gait conditions [10]. DURUS uses low
friction, high gear ratio cycloidal transmissions to walk efficiently [11].
In contrast, our work focuses on efficient operations across a wide
variety of bipedal behaviors. Unlike other bipeds, our robot utilizes
minimal gear reductions and is fully backdrivable without torque feed-
back. Few, if any, results have been reported in the literature describing
the performance of such designs when walking over long distances or
with a variety of gaits.

In this article, we describe the humanoid biped walking anthro-
pomorphic novelly-driven efficient robot for emergency response
(WANDERER), an all-electric robot that achieves energy efficiency
across a variety of locomotive behaviors. WANDERER is human-scale
(2.0 m tall, 91 kg mass), fully self-contained, has 29 degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) and a projected range of nearly 4 km. To achieve high endurance,
apparently unmatched by versatile, human-scale humanoid robots in the
literature to date, WANDERER’s development adhered to three main
principles: first, the actuator size is optimized in order to minimize Joule
(I2R) heating losses, second, a core drivetrain provides high-quality
torque control with minimal gearing and without torque feedback,
limiting losses almost exclusively to I2R heating in the motors [12],
[13], and third, passive joint-level mechanisms are optimized to limit
the peak torques that dominate I2R losses. WANDERER’s design may
seem counter-intuitive: the motors are as large as can be practically
packaged; the lower body is fully backdrivable with no passive postural
support, and entirely limp when unpowered.
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Fig. 1. Rendering (left) and photo (right) of WANDERER.

The contributions of this article are the sizing analysis for the core
actuators and drivetrain, and the experimental evaluation over long
time-scales and across a range of behaviors. The value of these contribu-
tions is illustrated by the performance of WANDERER when compared
to its testbed predecessor known as STEPPR [14]. The analysis methods
and design improvements outlined in this work enabled WANDERER
to use less than half the energy of STEPPR, consume low power over
a variety of gaits, and perform far more reliably.

This article begins with a description of how design principles
for energy efficient locomotion were extended and integrated to en-
able WANDERER’s improved performance and efficient locomotion.
Section III presents results of endurance testing for level ground walk-
ing and other locomotive behaviors. Section IV concludes this article.

II. ENABLING ENERGY-EFFICIENT LOCOMOTION

This section describes how advances in energy efficient features for
humanoid bipeds, some of which have been described in our prior
works, have been developed for use in a new versatile robot that
achieves more than a 50% reduction in energy consumption versus
its predecessor.

A. Robot Configuration

WANDERER’s motion is described with a body fixed coordinate
system centered at its center of mass (see Fig. 1). The X axis points
forward, the Y axis to the robot’s left, and the Z axis upwards. Leg
joint angles are measured relative to the proximal link in the kinematic
chain. Each leg has six actively-controlled joints: three at the hip, one
at the knee, and two at the ankle. Joints are arranged serially, except for
the ankle joints that are driven differentially by motors located in the
robot’s knees via pushrods. The order of the hip joints, from proximal
to distal, is: X (abduction/adduction), Z (internal/external rotation), Y
(flexion/extension). The leg axes are labeled in Fig. 1. Three serial
harmonic-drive joints move the torso relative to the pelvis. The torso
contains batteries and control computers. Two light-duty 6-DOF arms
and a 2-DOF neck do not significantly affect locomotive efficiency.
Improvements from STEPPR include larger motors for some axes, and

optimized new designs for fully integrated passive joint mechanisms
that were previously treated as add-ons [14]. These changes are dis-
cussed in the following.

B. Low-Loss Joint Drivetrain

WANDERER’s core drivetrain (its motors and cable transmissions)
limits energy loss by: first, reducing friction losses to insignificant lev-
els, second, limiting gear ratios to avoid expending energy to overcome
reflected inertia and friction, and third, scaling motors to minimize I2R
losses. The transmissions described in [13] virtually eliminate joint
friction and satisfy packaging constraints by using synthetic polymer
(lubricated, braided Vectran) cables in a continuous-bend-on-sheave
configuration to achieve 94% efficiency across typical joint trajec-
tories. While cable elasticity can be a challenge and places limits
on performance [15], our measured torque output bandwidth was 28
Hz, which is suitable for legged locomotion. This high bandwidth
combined with low friction enables effective torque tracking by current
control, without the need to modify the intrinsic dynamics with torque
feedback [12].

Implementing flexible walking that can tolerate slight position
measurement errors and unmodeled terrain variations requires low
mechanical output impedance (low apparent inertia and friction) in
the drivetrain. The low gear ratios at WANDERER’s joints eliminate
any need for torque feedback to reduce apparent inertia and friction.
This is crucial to the robot’s energetic performance because using
torque feedback to reduce undesired dynamics requires power from
the drive motors [16]. This power can be quite significant, even if
the drivetrain does zero output work. This is illustrated in detail in
[12] with an analysis focused on calculating loss in electric motors
for a range of relevant conditions. Methods are not yet developed to
quantify or optimize drive system impedance that is “low enough” for
quality torque control. As a rule of thumb, we targeted gear ratios of
10:1 or less, resulting in reflected joint actuator moments of inertia at
least 2× smaller, and in most cases ∼10× smaller than those of the
corresponding robot links throughout WANDERER’s legs. Reflected
actuator friction is similarly minimized. The drivetrain efficiency was
further improved relative to STEPPR by incorporating more thermally
efficient motor housings with active cooling as detailed in [17].

C. Motor Scaling

With these modest joint gear ratios, relatively large, high-torque
motors are needed to achieve joint-level requirements. The role of
motor size is briefly discussed in [12], and key motor parameters and
drivetrain parameters were examined in [11], [18], and [19]. However,
these previous works have not addressed motor scaling on multijoint
robot systems. The analysis below provides a methodology to guide
motor selection for particular kinematics, and is a core contribution of
this work. This analysis, which assumes fixed mass distribution, was
used to design WANDERER and improve its performance.

The use of small motors reduces overall robot size and mass, thereby
reducing required joint torques. However, the motor constant Km in-
creases with motor size and mass, meaning that larger motors dissipate
less energy per unit torque. Understanding the tradeoff between these
effects is critical to optimizing motor size for efficiency. Building on
the analysis in [12], the total electrical energy supplied to a single motor
while walking may be expressed in terms of the joint torque and velocity
τ and ω, respectively, as

EM =

∫
τ2

N2K2
m

dt+

∫
τωdt (1)
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where N is the gear ratio of the transmission, and the time integrals span
a fixed number of gait cycles. The first term describes I2R heating in
the windings, and the second describes mechanical output work. When
walking on flat ground, the only net mechanical work is from frictional
energy dissipation in the joints, drivetrain and ground interaction. In
low-friction legged systems, I2R losses are a large fraction of the total
electrical energy. For example, 76% of the MIT Cheetah’s [8] and∼95%
of Sandia’s STEPPR’s motor input power was so consumed.

In designing WANDERER, we considered modest changes to motor
selection from the STEPPR design, focusing on joints that consume
substantial energy when walking and considering only alternatives
that could be feasibly packaged. Because changing motor mass affects
torque at all joints, motor scaling is considered at a system level. The
average I2R losses at an individual motor are denoted by pJ,i, where
τi is the root mean squared torque, Ni is the gear reduction ratio, and
Km,i is the motor constant, all at the ith joint as

pJ,i =
τ2
i

N2
i K

2
m,i

. (2)

For the family of motors (AlliedMotion Megaflux) used in STEPPR
and WANDERER, Km scales ∼linearly with the motor mass, mm.
The continuous and peak torque scale similarly with mass. So, as motor
options are compared, the following expression is used, with β = 0.5
derived from motor datasheets:

Km,i ≈ βmm,i. (3)

Since the joints primarily accelerate the robot or support it against
gravity, we assume that the joint torques are roughly proportional to the
robot mass, mR : τi ∝ mR. Therefore

pJ,i ∝ m2
R

N2
i β

2m2
m,i

. (4)

For the second term in (1), the frictional losses at the ith joint are
denoted pf,i, the product of joint torque from friction τf,i and the joint
speed ωi as

pf,i ∼ τf,i (τi, ωi)ωi. (5)

Friction torque can depend on load (Coulomb friction) and on
speed (viscous/aerodynamic losses). Since this analysis is trajectory-
independent, ωi is invariant with motor selection. Torque τi, however,
does vary with motor selection. Again, applying the proportionality of
torque to mass produces

pf,i ∝ mRωi. (6)

Thus, increasing robot mass proportionally increases the power to
overcome internal friction. To determine changes in the energy con-
sumption with motor scale relative to a baseline design requires only
these proportionality relationships—not calculation of actual power.
The same analysis may be applied to new systems, working from any
baseline analysis or simulations used in the design process for motor
sizing.

To evaluate the system-level energy implications of motor size, it is
further necessary to estimate howmR scales with changes to total motor
mass, mm =

∑n
i=1 mm,i. mR consists of two components: mm, and

the mass of everything else (including the structural frame, computers,
batteries, etc.), denotedmf . A key question is how nonmotor mass,mf ,
scales when the total motor mass, mm, is increased. This depends on
robot design details and is difficult to generalize. However, the range
of possibilities may be explored as variants from a nominal design.
Variants are described by scaling mm by the factor c1 and mf by the

Fig. 2. Computed estimates for motor power for varying degrees of motor
mass penalty (γ), and for both added (c1 > 1) and subtracted (c1 < 1) motor
mass (8)–(10). The dashed line represents a nominal robot design based on
STEPPR.

factor c2 as follows:

mR,0 = mm,0 +mf,0 (7)

mR ∼ c1mm,0 + c2mf,0 (8)

γ =
c2 − 1

c1 − 1
(9)

mR ∼ c1mm,0 + (γ (c1 − 1) + 1)mf,0. (10)

Equation (7) describes an initial robot configuration, and (8) is a
scaled configuration. c1 or c2 greater than 1 means that the motor or
frame mass increase, respectively. The γ parameter relates c1 to c2. At
one extreme, if γ = 0, then changes to the motor mass mm have no
effect on the mass of the rest of the robot, mf . At the other extreme, if
γ = 1, the frame/extra mass scales in proportion to the motor mass.

The relationship between γ, motor scale, and energy is illustrated
with a case study based on deviations from the STEPPR robot. The nom-
inal design uses 700 W total motor power (90% electrical dissipation,
10% mechanical), with mm = 15 kg and mf = 65 kg (mR = 80 kg).
The knee and hip Y joints use the same motor (1.6 kg) and account
for 19% and 16% of the total power, respectively. We study the ener-
getic impact of changing the mass of these two motors for different
values of γ, by examining how small changes [increases (c1 > 1) and
decreases (c1 < 1)] in motor mass affect projected power. The power
consumption at every leg joint, estimated based on (1)–(6), is summed
and plotted for a range of γ values in Fig. 2. The shape of the curves
reflects the relative sensitivity of robot frame mass to motor mass (γ)
for a particular robot design. For small γ, increasing motor size can save
substantial energy, to a point. For large γ, adding motor mass increases
power consumption. In other words, if a robot’s mass is particularly
sensitive to motor mass, smaller motors are more efficient.

In STEPPR and WANDERER, motor mass is ∼20–25% of the
overall mass. When motors are scaled up, the impact onmf is relatively
modest; for these designs γ < 0.1 is readily achievable. This means
that a 10% (1.5 kg) increase in motor mass requires less than a 1%
increase in frame mass (0.65 kg). Therefore, based on this analysis, the
four hip/knee flexion motors were scaled up by 22% for WANDERER.
The projected savings in total motor power is roughly 12% under the
assumptions of c1 = 1.22 and γ = 0.1. In practice, design improve-
ments enabled the nonmotor mass of WANDERER’s legs to be less
than STEPPR’s. This confirms that small γ’s are indeed achievable.
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D. Support Elements

The characteristics of our drivetrain enable the efficient use of
another major energy-saving feature: passive mechanical devices called
“support elements (SEs).” SEs are tailored to certain key joints to make
the extraction of energy from the motors more efficient. SEs alter the
relationship between the instantaneous torque/velocity at the joint and
the output of the cable transmissions. They do not (ideally) impact
the joint torque or velocity, and therefore do not affect gait. Because
they are energy-neutral, they cannot reduce the net mechanical energy
required by the joint motors to support locomotion. However, they can
extract that energy in a manner that reduces I2R losses. Conceptually,
this is done primarily by limiting peak torques. The SEs described in
this article differ substantially from those previously explored.

A data-driven optimization technique was used to identify SE designs
that could provide significant energetic benefit across nine representa-
tive gaits including human biomechanical data [20], simulated robot
data, and experimental robot data for a variety of bipedal behaviors.
This analysis identified three unique SEs that saved considerable energy
across a variety of gaits: first, selectively engaging springs placed in
parallel with the hip ab/adduction (X) motors, second, a selectively
engaging spring placed in parallel with the ankle flexion (Y) joint, and
third, a four-bar mechanism that provides pose dependent gearing at
the knee joints. These SEs are predicted to reduce dissipated power by
38–72%, depending on the gait. Analysis and optimization specifics are
in [21]. While previous studies by other groups have examined parallel
springs on bipedal robots and demonstrated benefit [3], they have not
examined hip X, which can benefit immensely from parallel springs.

Our previous experimental studies have shown how add-on SEs
can save considerable energy [14]. This current work provides new
results showing how further energetic benefits can be achieved with
mechanisms designed into the robot frame, enabling them to be smaller,
lighter, and stiffer. WANDERER includes integrated SEs, saving much
more energy than previously published results. These mechanisms are
shown in Fig. 3 and the accompanying video.

At hip X, compression springs are used to achieve a stiffness of
800 Nm/rad. Each spring is unidirectional, and only active over a
portion of the joint’s motion, so that it engages during stance and
disengages during the swing phase of walking. The WANDERER
design, highlighted in the video, utilizes a compression spring with
rolling contact. Such a design has not previously been explored for
bipedal robot hip motions. At ankle Y, two flat wound torsion springs are
used in parallel at each joint to achieve a total stiffness of 400 Nm/rad.
The ankle springs are also unidirectional, only engaging during flexion.

The knee joint uses a four-bar mechanism placed in series between
the output of the joint’s rope transmission and the input of a belt drive
to the knee joint. Unlike previous iterations, this compact design is
contained within the leg and does not risk collisions between the legs.
The belt drive allows the motor to be shifted up in the thigh toward the
hip. The four-bar mechanism provides a transmission ratio that varies
between 0.6 and 2.8 with joint angle. This mechanism exploits the
fact that in many gaits the high-torque and high-speed portions of the
trajectory occur at different angles, enabling energy savings through
pose-dependent gearing. Details of our design optimization method for
support elements, and the physical rationale for each joint mechanism
may be found in [21].

These new support elements also helped reduce the hip spacing of
WANDERER. The spacing between the left and right legs was reduced
from 10.5" to 9," and the lack of protruding features enabled narrower
foot placement. This reduced typical peak-to-peak walking motion of
the hip X joints from 0.4 to 0.2 rad, causing the peak torques and
electrical power (in the absence of support springs described above)

Fig. 3. WANDERER’s support elements for knee (top), hip, and ankle (bot).

at these joints to decrease, respectively, from 180 to 130 Nm and from
300 to 160 W.

Our design analysis predicted additional energy reduction from SEs
by averaging across all design gaits. The predicted savings are 48%
at ankle Y, 61% at knees, 57% at hip X, and a total locomotive power
reduction of 49%.

E. Electronics

WANDERER’s central control computer calculates torque targets
that are realized by a network of controllers located near their respective
joints. Joint controllers are arranged in chains (left leg, right leg,
torso) using field-programmable gate array (FPGA’s) to implement
“upstream” and “downstream” 100-MBit Ethernet interfaces. UDP/IP
packet parsing and creation is implemented in FPGA logic to increase
performance. Microcontrollers throughout the robot continually send
sensor data to the nearest joint controller for local use and upstream
routing over the Ethernet links.

Energy-conscious actuator design led to 100 V motors, requiring
isolated gate drives and analog-digital converters implemented via
sigma-delta modulation. Furthermore, because WANDERER uses very
little gear reduction, the rotors must be capable of smooth low-speed
operation with frequent direction reversals. This is addressed with
sensored field-oriented control. A cluster of “sensor microcontrollers”
near each joint controller provides on-axis encoding of motor angles,
joint angles, temperatures, and other sensors. Each joint controller
FPGA and its nearby sensor microcontrollers are connected via USB,
allowing the replacement of many delicate sensor wires with a few
robust low-cost USB cables. Each USB link is driven by a root host
implemented in custom FPGA logic to guarantee 10 kHz real-time
communications with the microcontroller’s on-chip USB transceiver.
The sensors can be tested using standard computers, and then simply
plugged into an FPGA-based root host for hard real-time performance.
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TABLE I
WANDERER POWER CONSUMPTION

Motor-level field-oriented control is computed via a custom instruc-
tion sequencer in each FPGA to guarantee deterministic computation
time in synchrony with the pulsewidth modulation (PWM) pulse train
feeding the power stage. The resulting system achieves nearly silent
(10 dBA quieter than normal conversation [13]) motor operation at
very low, rapidly-changing motor speeds while tracking target currents
with >10 Hz variations.

WANDERER is powered by a pair of AllCell HE4820 lithium ion
(Li-ion) battery packs with a combined nominal capacity of 2462 Wh
and a combined mass of 11.8 kg, mounted in the robot’s torso. Table I
lists the average power distribution among the various “overhead”
components. Losses are divided into those that may be independently
measured, and those that are part of the torque production system.
Overhead losses are nearly constant across behaviors and are dominated
by the∼116 W consumed by the control and network router computers,
which is more than 25% of total robot power during efficient walking.
The power consumed by these computers could be reduced by replac-
ing them with custom, power-efficient (e.g., FPGA) implementations.
Replacing the router alone could extend walking range by ∼10%. The
15 joint controllers consume ∼17 W when quiescent, and ∼50 W when
driving zero current.

F. Walking Control and Sensing

A momentum-based control framework developed by the Florida
Institute for Human and Machine Cognition is used to control
WANDERER. It uses a quadratic program to solve for given motions
in joint-space and tasks-space and ground reaction forces [22]. The
control strategy to maintain the robot balance is based on a capture point
planning and feedback control framework [23]. This approach allows
direct control over the walking speed via user-defined step timing and
location while being capable of handling uneven terrain [24]. While
the gait generation does not explicitly optimize for energy efficiency,
an iterative gait design approach was used to achieve practical blends
of robustness and energy efficiency. Candidate gaits were evaluated
rapidly via simulations.

In addition to joint position measurements and torque estimates from
currents, an inertial measurement unit (Xsens MTI-300) is mounted
in the pelvis. Instantaneous pose is estimated by fusing joint angles,

Fig. 4. Time series plots showing power consumption and distance traveled
during the 6 h of the DRC endurance walking trial. (a) Plots show the average
robot power. (b) The total distance traveled.

TABLE II
FULL BATTERY EXPERIMENTAL ENDURANCE RESULTS

torques, and IMU output at 1 kHz. The walking control algorithm
provides joint torque updates at 250 Hz, and runs on a small embedded
control PC. Ground contact sensors consist of micro-electromechanical
systems (MEMS) pressure sensors encapsulated in silicone rubber per
the technique by Chuah and Kim [25]. The heel of each foot includes an
array of four sensors. Ground contact is detected when the total force
exceeds ∼90 N.

III. ENDURANCE RESULTS

WANDERER was designed to walk long distances over long periods
of time, with all batteries and processing carried onboard. Three exper-
iments were designed to evaluate WANDERER’s endurance, energetic
performance, and gait versatility. These experiments are described in
detail in the following.

A. Full-Battery Results

The first experiment was conducted in public at the DARPA Robotics
Challenge Finals Technology Exposition (DRC) in Pomona, CA in
June, 2015. The experiment was conducted on a treadmill with partial
polycarbonate shielding in an outdoor tent. The robot batteries were
fully charged and level-ground walking was performed until the battery
voltage dropped below the minimum level. The same treadmill was used
as in laboratory testing, but the ambient temperature varied by approxi-
mately 10 °C and dusty winds of 10–15 mph were typical. An operator
controlled the robot walking speed, steering, and treadmill speed with a
joystick. This test exposed variability in walking performance, supply
voltage, operator fatigue, activities, and ambient conditions.

Summary plots of power and distance traveled are shown in Fig. 4.
The robot operated for a total of 5 h 38 m. Over this period,
WANDERER walked for 4 h 8 m, and traveled 2.81 km.

In total, 2.23 kWh was extracted from the battery pack, (91% of the
nominal capacity). Endurance performance is summarized in Table II.
WANDERER walked steadily at an average speed of 0.19 m/s, con-
suming 478 W (∼370 W locomotive) average power during walking.

The changes in color in Fig. 4(b) indicate restarts of data logging
software. In some cases, this was done simply to prevent the data
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log file from exceeding a maximum size; in other cases, this was
due to WANDERER falling, requiring controller restarts. In total,
WANDERER fell nine times. Falls were caused by two known issues:
ground contact sensor failures and onboard communication dropouts
to one of the legs.

Several elements of the live, sustained experiment led to slightly de-
graded performance. These include recovery from falls, manual steering
to maintain heading, voltage drops due to battery drain, and pauses to
mitigate local joint heating. As a result, average power consumption
during walking was ∼14% higher than under controlled laboratory
conditions, and walking duration was interrupted by occasional falls.

B. Laboratory Walking Detailed Power Analysis

1) Energetic Performance: To analyze WANDERER’s power
usage and distribution in greater detail, free of the variations present
in the prior test, one representative minute of consistent walking was
selected from a 42-minute continuous level treadmill walking trial in
our laboratory. This period, which provides a manageable volume of
data for detailed analysis, includes 50 steps (25 gait cycles) taken after
several minutes of continuous walking, ensuring that initial transients
had settled. The one minute of data described here is representative of
the full 42 min trial. During the one minute period, the robot consumed
420 W average electrical power while walking at an average speed
of 0.20 m/s. (The average power over all 42 min was 426 W.) The lab
walking is highlighted in the accompanying video, which also illustrates
the minimal acoustic emissions from the robot (PWM switching and
footfalls dominate the sounds).

The power breakdown is highlighted in Table I. Computing repre-
sents 26% of the total power, more than any joint other than the ankles.
These results show WANDERER’s potential to exceed the performance
demonstrated at the DRC. If this power and speed are projected to a
full-battery run, then WANDERER would walk for 5.3 h and traverse
3.8 km on a charge (2.23 kWh). These idealized projections reveal
the challenges of an extended, remote test: approximately 1 km or
26% of the projected distance was lost due to the issues described in
Section III-A. Note that the computing power during walking (111 W)
differs slightly from the separate measurement (115.6 W). This small
discrepancy likely stems from measurement noise and from variations
in battery voltage at the time of measurement.

A common metric for locomotive efficiency is the “actuator cost of
transport” (COT), computed from motor power [11]. This lab test shows
an actuator-only COT of 1.73 (the full system COT, with computer, is
2.35). While COT is normalized by mass, it does not fully account
for endurance considerations. Our COT indicates that roughly 40 W
of power is used to carry the battery mass at 0.2 m/s. Reducing
battery mass would likely proportionally reduce this cost. This would
improve COT, but would also reduce system endurance and practical
utility.

2) Support Element Performance: A key factor enabling WAN-
DERER’s endurance is the SEs, which were designed based on simu-
lated data and insights gleaned from testing on the STEPPR platform.
WANDERER is substantially different in geometry, mass distribution,
and walking gait from any of the datasets used to design the SEs.
Despite these differences, the three SEs provided substantial energy
savings. Since the SEs were designed to be integral to the robot, it
is not possible to test the robot without them. Therefore, we evaluate
energy savings by comparing measured robot data (“compensated”)
with model predictions for the power consumption in the absence of
SEs (“uncompensated”), at each joint. A simple model is used to predict
average uncompensated power at joint i, PUC,i, based on the root mean
square (rms) desired joint torque, τd,i, commanded by the walking

Fig. 5. (a) Hip X, (b) knee, and (c) ankle motor power consumption (mean ±
standard deviation) for a single leg over a gait cycle.

controller as

PUC,i =
τ2
d,i

K2
m,iN

2
i

. (11)

This projection for the uncompensated joint power does not include
mechanical power dissipation, which is small but nonzero. Therefore,
these represent conservative predictions for power consumption without
support elements, used only for postprocessing comparisons, not for
design.

This method of comparison assumes that the desired joint torques
are approximately achieved, in the presence of the support elements.
Prior results with the same drivetrain on STEPPR found torque tracking
typically within 1%. Furthermore, when torque tracking error exceeded
∼1%, STEPPR fell quickly. Thus, WANDERER’s consistent, steady
walking itself indicates high-quality torque tracking. For the joints
without support elements, power consumption was assumed to be
unaffected by the presence of compensations at other joints.

All of the three compensation designs save considerable energy and
result in a projected reduction of 235 W or a 43% savings in total
actuation power (the joint by joint breakdown is plotted as “FW” in
Fig. 6). This compares favorably to the 49% savings predicted by the
design analysis, and the joint-by-joint savings are reasonably close to
the predictions as well. The plots in Fig. 5 show time series data for each
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joint pair utilizing a SE. Each plot shows the mean± standard deviation
joint power over a gait cycle (toe-off to toe-off) using the data from the
short laboratory experiment. The typically small standard deviation of
power (shown by the shaded areas) illustrates the stepping consistency
and the broad benefit of the SEs. The hip spring provides strong benefits
during stance. The knee SE has similar behavior, although it modestly
costs energy in a region around 65% of the gait cycle. Lastly, the ankle
springs provide clear benefit during stance, but cost substantial energy
during swing. This is because our current gait keeps the foot parallel to
the ground at all times, causing the motors to fight the springs during
portions of swing. As gaits mature toward more efficient, humanlike
gaits that feature heel-strike and toe-off (potentially requiring a change
to foot shape), we expect greater benefits at the ankle [20]. Nonetheless,
the ankle springs provide a significant 26% projected motor power
savings with the current gait.

C. Efficient Versatile Mobility

A key goal of WANDERER was to achieve low power consumption
for behaviors beyond forward walking. The ability to perform a variety
of motions with low power consumption is essential to performing
diverse missions that involve evaluating the environment (standing),
changing direction frequently (turning/sidestepping), or operating in
constrained areas (crouched or backward walking). WANDERER is
capable of diverse motions and uses its support elements to save energy
in these motions. Previous studies of humanoid robots have not exam-
ined the energetics of versatile motions. Therefore, the experimental
results highlighted below represent a core contribution of this article.

The SEs for WANDERER were designed using data-driven tech-
niques to provide broad energetic benefits with minimal adjustment.
We examined the versatility of the SEs by demonstrating a variety of
relevant motions which include forward walking (FW), sidestepping
(SS), turning (Turn), backward walking (BW), more upright walking
(UW), more crouched walking (CW), and standing (Stand). This ver-
satile behavior is highlighted in the accompanying video and illustrates
WANDERER’s broad walking capability.

The energetic ramifications of the SEs are determined by compar-
ing the uncompensated power and compensated power in the same
manner as in the previous section. These savings range from 20%
(more crouched walking) to 80% (standing), when power is totaled
across all joints. The standing results are particularly interesting and
relevant because robots must frequently remain stationary while eval-
uating or manipulating the environment. Because its drivetrain is fully
backdrivable, WANDERER cannot maintain a standing pose without
motor torque. Therefore, the actuator power to simply stand in place
is projected to be 157 W. The SEs reduce this to a mere 30 W. These
benefits were achieved without adjustment to the mechanisms. Larger
energy savings are possible with SEs that can switch or self-adjust [21].

The projected energetic savings from each SE design are shown in
Fig. 6, which illustrates how the energy savings vary with gait behavior.
For example, the benefits from the knee linkage are reduced during
highly crouched walking (CW). Nonetheless, energy is saved for all
the motions examined. The Hip X spring provides large savings over
all walking motions. The projected energy savings from the Hip X spring
reach as high as 87%. This benefit substantially exceeds the results seen
in our prior work with STEPPR. The ankle spring performance varies
with the robot behavior. The ankle springs save up to 98% of power
during standing and also provide large benefits during sidestepping
and turning. However, very deep crouches cause the robot to fight
the springs, costing net energy. Still, this loss is modest, particularly
compared to the total SE energy saving projections.

Fig. 6. Power consequences of (a) Hip X spring, (b) Four-bar mechanism at
the knee, and (c) Ankle Y spring for a variety of behaviors.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented a novel set of experimental results that
illustrated versatile energy efficiency and high endurance. These results
demonstrated improved efficiency over our previous works by: first,
utilizing large motors operating in efficient regions, second, minimizing
gear reductions, and therefore eliminating the need to actively compen-
sate for drivetrain inertia, and third, implementing novel, integrated, and
stiff mechanisms to minimize peak torque.

Due to the lack of friction, I2R losses dominate system inefficiencies.
With no need to actively compensate for drivetrain inertia (or friction),
e.g., via torque feedback, the motor torques (which are proportional
to current, and thus heavily influence I2R losses) are limited to those
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required to produce joint output. Passively shaping the transmission
dynamics with support elements further reduced peak motor currents
and I2R losses.

A comparison with our previous prototype, STEPPR, provides a
clear illustration of the core contributions of this article. When walking
at 0.2 m/s, STEPPR consumed 1000 W for its actuators without support
elements. Even with support elements, STEPPR achieved a best COT
of 4.4. The motor scaling, reduced hip spacing, and enhanced support
elements described in this article enabled WANDERER to consume
310 W at 0.2 m/s, resulting in a COT of 1.73. Comparisons with other
robots is challenging because the current literature has not focused on
endurance and versatile behaviors.

A primary path to further improve endurance and COT is to improve
the robot gait. With the present control paradigm, WANDERER walks
most reliably around 0.2 m/s. At this slow speed, quasi-static loads
dominate, and dynamic loads are modest. Since COT is proportional to
the ratio of power to speed, faster walking is expected to decrease COT
and increase walking range. While enhanced walking control remains
an area of active research, WANDERER would remain well within its
torque and power limits if walking several times faster than its current
typical rate. Furthermore, since the set of design gaits used to develop
WANDERER’s SEs included substantially faster and more dynamic
gaits (e.g., human walking at ∼1.0 m/s), energy efficiency is expected
to persist at higher speeds.
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